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Despite mountainous evidence exposing the Biden Family Crime 
Syndicate's sale of influence to foreign nationals -- and probably 
Classified Documents, as well -- one particular example of their treason 
is rarely mentioned.  It involves a subject which I have reported on 
several times in the past, the sale of Henniges Automotive to Red China's 
state-owned firm, Aviation Industry Corporation of China (AVIC.) 

In September of 2015, one of Hunter Biden's firms, Rosemont Seneca 
Partners, was given a green light by the Obama Regime to broker the 
sale of Henniges Automotive to AVIC.  Among other products,  Henniges 
is a manufacturer of strategic technologies that reduce engine vibrations 
to enhance their "stealth" features.  Despite it's military applications and 
the national security implications, the sale was approved by Obama, who 
may have overruled CFIUS to okay it.  (CFIUS is a committee consisting of 
representatives from Treasury, State, the Pentagon, the FBI and the intel 
community, which approve or reject the proposed sale of sensitive 
technologies to foreign nationals.)  

There may not be a fool-proof method to demonstrate which of the 
many millions in cash and other valuables transferred to the Bidens 
represent the specific quid pro quo for shepherding this sale through 
the Obama Regime.  That's because China transferred large sums to the 
Bidens so many times, that it's difficult to determine which of their ill-
gotten gains were directly linked to China's purchase of Henniges.  
Below, let's consider some of the possibilities: 

Immediately after a trip to China with his vice president father in 
December of 2013, Hunter Biden and his partners at Rosemont Seneca 
Partners received an unprecedented windfall of $1.5 Billion from the 



state-run Bank of China to invest for them.  Brokering the sale of 
Henniges Automotive to communist China in 2015 might merely have 
been deferred compensation to Red China by the Biden Family Crime 
Syndicate for China's earlier investment in Rosemont Seneca Partners.    

Between February 23 and March 1 of 2017, a total of $6 Million was 
transferred from State Energy HK Ltd., a subsidiary of China Energy 
Engineering Corporation (CEFC,) a company controlled by Ye Jianming. 
Ye Jianming was one of Hunter Biden's many wealthy and connected 
Chinese contacts, but he has since vanished for unspecified reasons.  Ye 
Jianming was the founder of CEFC, which played an important role in 
future Biden Family Crime Syndicate activities.  The money wired from 
CEFC went to Robinson Walker LLC, a firm controlled by Hunter Biden's 
close business associate and partner of many years, Rob Walker. 

On June 18, 2017, Hunter Biden urgently requested that Ye Jianming  also 
wire him $10 Million to fund a new company he and Tony Bobulinski 
were then organizing named SinoHawk Holdings.  In the summer of 
2017, Hunter Biden met with Ye Jianming in Miami at a charitable event.  
Over dinner they discussed Hunter Biden's role in helping to find 
investments for CEFC in America.  Later, Ye sent Hunter Biden a 2.8 carat 
diamond as a token of his gratitude.   

 

 

                  Hunter Biden           Hunter's Diamond               Ye Jianming  



In an infamous May 13, 2017 e-mail found in Hunter Biden's discarded 
laptop computer -- a story totally spiked by the Jews' Media -- equitable 
interests were assigned amongst the six participants in what was 
probably SinoHawk Holdings, which was being organized at the time.  
Hunter and Joe Biden were each to receive a 10 percent share of the 
company's profits, with the share for "The Big Guy" to be held by Hunter. 

On August 8th, 2017, the CEFC wired $5 Million to a company named 
Hudson West, which was co-owned by Hunter Biden and Ye Jianming.  
This was one of about two dozen "shell" companies used by the Biden 
Family Crime Syndicate to launder its ill-gotten gains.  On that same day, 
the CEFC also wired $4.79 Million to Hunter Biden's law firm, Owasco 
LLC. 

In a series of about 20 wire transfers to camouflage its purpose, Owasco 
LLC then wired $1.4 Million to the Lion Hall Group, a "consulting" firm 
controlled by Joe Biden's brother, Jim Biden, and his wife.  This was a 
pretty clear example of the manner in which illegal money was routinely 
laundered through approximately 24 shell companies set up by the Biden 
Family Crime Syndicate. 

In September of 2017, Chi Ping Patrick Ho -- a subordinate of Ye Jianming 
at the CEFC -- paid a $1 Million "retainer" to Hunter Biden for “Counsel 
to matters related to US law and advice pertaining to the hiring and 
legal analysis of any US Law Firm or Lawyer.”  

The usual suspects in the New Communist Party of the USA claim there 
is no "smoking gun" to prove the criminality and treason of the Biden 
Family Crime Syndicate.  Even if signed contracts existed, indicating a 
particular favor performed for Red China in return for a specific bribe 
amount, the NCPUSA would continue to parrot the same lies.  
Unfortunately, criminals -- particularly criminals who attended law 
school -- don't give each other written receipts for criminal acts.  They 
don't conduct conspiracies beneath video equipment, either. 



For that reason it may be difficult or impossible to know the specific 
amount of the pay-off to the Biden Family Crime Syndicate for brokering 
the Henniges Automotive sale to Red China.  We do know that soon after 
that sale, China introduced its new J-20 fighter jet, which reportedly   
incorporates the "stealth" technology stolen from Henniges 
Automotive.  (Seamus Bruner & John Solomon.  "Hunter Biden teamed 
with Chinese military supplier to acquire dual-use Michigan auto parts 
maker."  justthenews.com, Sept. 8th, 2020.) 

If true, then the Biden Family deserves mention alongside such traitors  
as Benedict Arnold, Julius Rosenberg, Alger Hiss, Alejandro Mayorkas, 
and George Soros.  (Oh, and Barack Hussein Obama, too!)     

 

 

 


